Any claims to rights or titles resulting from the English translation of these regulations are expressly
excluded.

Declaration of consent with regard to the processing of personal data as
needed for the provision of a kiz account
The University offers numerous digital services for University members, affiliates and other groups of
people. A digital identity will be created for every user as part of the University’s central Identity
Management (IDM). The following data are required for this purpose:
 all given names,
 preferred name - if not stated, first given name will be used,
 surname,
 title,
 date of birth,
 gender,
 nationality, if you need access to high-performance computers that are subject to the
Wassenaar Arrangement.
The IDM data process creates an individual account name and email address for you. Because these
are personal data, your consent is needed for the collection and processing of said data. These data
are processed exclusively in the IDM and the services as listed below in order to create personalised
profiles, manage authorisations and access downstream services. A web front end gives access to
numerous self-service functions depending on the individual's role (e.g. changing passwords, adding
services to profiles):
 email,
 Windows in pools,
 Unix in pools and via remote access (optional),
 bwIDM identity provider for state services of Baden-Württemberg,
 central directory service, which connects to Moodle, the portal and library access.
Your consent also applies to additional services should the offer be expanded.
I,
[title, first name, surname]
hereby give my consent to the processing of my personal data with the University’s IDM as described
above. My consent applies only to the correct use and can be revoked at any time. Unless revoked,
the consent applies without time limit and ceases automatically with the end of my affiliation with the
University. I will notify the University immediately should my status at Ulm University change. Please
submit your revocation in writing to

Further processing of the data is currently not intended but theoretically possible in accordance with
legal provisions. The consent is voluntary. Refusing or revoking consent does not result in any
disadvantage, however, the above mentioned services cannot be used without consent.

Place and date

Signature

According to §§ 21, 22 Landesdatenschutzgesetz (Federal State Privacy Act) you have the right to request a report from Ulm
University free of charge on what data have been collected about you. You can furthermore request correction of falsely
saved data. Such requests need to be submitted in writing to the above stated address.
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